Theoretical physicists have [used an internet game to provide new insights](10.1038/nature04292) into the global spread of human infectious diseases. Dirk Brockmann and Theo Geisel (Max Planck Institute for Dynamics and Self-Organization, Göttingen, Germany) and Lars Hufnagel (University of California, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) describe a set of statistical rules that govern how people travel around the USA. These can now be plugged into mathematical models that predict the spread of pandemic influenza and other infectious diseases.

Any model designed to predict the person-to-person spread of an infectious disease has to consider human travel patterns. "In 14th century Europe", explains Brockmann, "people travelled less than 50 km a day. Consequently, when the black death started in southern Europe, it rolled over Europe in a wave-like pattern, taking several years to reach Scandinavia". Today, people can move vast distances very quickly and, as was seen with severe acute respiratory syndrome, infectious diseases no longer spread in waves. "The geographical spread of diseases has a more fractal structure now", says Brockmann, "with local explosions of disease produced when a pathogen arrives from elsewhere in the world".

To model this pattern requires quantitative information about people\'s travelling behaviour at different scales---the cycle to work or transcontinental flight, for example. To obtain this, the researchers used a surrogate marker of human travel---the spread of US bank notes. "A cabinetmaker friend of mine who knew I was interested in the spread of infectious disease showed me an internet game called 'Where\'s George'", explains Brockmann. In this, people enter the details of dollar bills and their location. Over time, a database detailing the movements of some 50 million dollar notes has been built up. Because dollar bills usually travel with people, this database provides a unique insight into how US citizens travel.

"We thought that bills starting in Nebraska, for example, would travel differently to those starting in New York, possibly travelling shorter distances", says Brockmann, "but travelling behaviour was very similar in both places". Similar proportions of bills travelled short distances in each place and similar proportions travelled long distances, he explains, suggesting a universal scaling law for human travel.

"This is an interesting approach that yields fascinating results on human travel behaviour that can now be tested in models of infectious disease transmission", comments Geoffrey Garnett (Imperial College London, UK). But, he cautions, although the movement of dollar bills certainly reflects US travel patterns, it seems unlikely that similar patterns will be found in developing countries. Brockmann agrees that this is a limitation of his study. Additional data, he says, will be needed to model the early stages of diseases that originate in developing countries before hitching a lift to the USA.
